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SONGCRAFTERS' COLORING BOOK
by Bill Pere
An Intentional Oronym
(or is that unintentional oronym?)
Oronyms (sometimes called "mondegreens") are words which lend themselves to being misheard as other words. (The stuff he knows just blows me away… or , "the stuffy nose just
blows me away…") Oronyms usually occur because of white space issues in a lyric or the
performance thereof (See the separate discussion of White Space).
Oronyms can be a great humor device. There are whole websites devoted to them, but when
you’re trying to convey a clear message in your lyrics, avoid them like chicken pox.
You've no doubt heard the Hendrix lyric "kiss the sky" -- or is that "kiss this guy?"
Unintentional oronyms abound in all genres. I recall a children’s story about animals where
the emphasis, for educational purposes, was on exotic animals with unusual names
(Kookaburra, Kinkajou, Oryx, Ounce, etc.). There was also an animal called a Rass. In this
tale, a woman is walking along leading one of these creatures on a leash so it won’t run away.
A child asks "Why is she holding her rass so tight? Oh well...

This property of our language has been used intentionally many times to create desirable
humorous effects in songs and stories. The playwright Tennessee Williams, in "The Glass
Menagerie", has a girl character being asked why she is called "Blue Roses?" She replies that
when she was a child, she was ill with "pleurosis". The frame of reference of your audience
and how you set up the key words makes a big difference in what they think they are hearing.
We all know about the ‘girl with kaleidoscope eyes’ but an elderly woman asked why Mr.
Lennon was saying that the ‘girl with colitis goes by’.
Oronyms are powerful and useful when used for advertising and promotion. A large chain of
stores for pets is PETSMART. Pet's Mart? or Pet Smart? Either one works in a positive way
and you potentially get two penetrations into the consumer consciousness instead of just one.
A popular dog treat is Beggin' Strips, making use of the easily mis-heard 'Bacon Strips'.
Oronym -- Bull lyric? Or a nimble lyric? There is an interesting web site called
KissTheSky.com, which is dedicated to logging all the mis-heard lyrics that people encounter
in songs. It is both fun and educational to log in and look through the ways that what is
written is not what is heard. You can also contribute you own examples to the collection.
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